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EXPLORE: 7 ACTIONABLE
STRATEGIES TO INCREASE
REVENUE WITH PREMIUM

STOCK CONTENT CREATION

If you are in the production industry or a designer, or if you're just needing images to use in
different projects, you must have come across the term "stock content", “stock images” or

“stock photos”. But what is stock content? How can you use them?

Stock content is existing photos, videos, illustrations, etc. –already created– made available
for license by paying a fee to both the artists that produced them and the stock agencies
managing them, acquiring the right to use them legally in different ways, while the author

retains the copyright of their work.

Stock content is a great resource to get high quality and cheap content that you can use in
your designs for various purposes. It is perfect for marketing and advertising, for promotional

work, for personal or commercial creative projects, for publishing, for websites and blogs,
and more.

So now that you know the meaning, how then can it be helpful to you? How can it be applied
to the production industry? If for instance you're a photographer, how can you benefit from

selling stock photos in today's world?
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HERE ARE 7 TIPS TO GUIDE
YOU TO MAKE GOOD
SALES FROM SELLING
STOCK CONTENT

The Internet has dozens of platforms where creators can sell

stock content, including Getty and iStock (under the same

umbrella), Shutterstock, Adobe stock, Vimeo, VideoHive, etc.

While all platforms give contributors a similar upload

experience, some offer better rates than others.

For example, with Shutterstock, contributors earn 30 percent

of the purchase price paid by the customer (the price is set

by Shutterstock), while on Pond5, contributors set their prices

and make 50 percent commission on all sales. So what’s the

best platform? It depends on your goal. So what should you do?

Go online and properly investigate the stock agency option(s)

that works best for your niche then go for it.01
DETERMINE WHERE TO
SELL YOUR STOCK CONTENT 
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Well, we are talking about how to generate maximum sales

from your content so there's no harm in using many

platforms because people's choices differ but you have to

check the contract as each agreement is different.

In some cases, like selling footage or photos with Getty,

exclusive stock content will earn you more money — but, at

the same time, selling on multiple platforms could also

generate more income. Many experts recommend selling

across multiple stock agencies to cast the widest net and,

therefore, reach the largest number of customers.

02
SELL YOUR STOCK CONTENT
ON MULTIPLE PLATFORMS 



Travel, food, sports, leisure, animals, and lifestyle are the

top categories for stock footage on platforms such as

Shutterstock. High-quality drone footage is also growing

in popularity, but given there’s still grey area surrounding

the legalities, it’s recommended to obtain your commercial

drone license before selling drone footage. 

You need to do some research to know what sells faster

because you don't want to produce content that is not in

demand if you want to generate good sales. Get to know

the preferences of your buyers like what quality do they

prefer? What duration of footage is most preferred? etc,

so you can align your production to meet buyers' demands

and sell faster.
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03
WHAT TYPE OF STOCK
CONTENT SELLS BEST?
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04
KEYWORDING

Keywords are the primary way prospective buyers find
your content, and as such they’re extremely
important. That means it’s important to get it right.

Let's take photography as an example, here are a few
tips on keywording for stock photography for beginners:

Make your keywords as descriptive as possible. Depending
on the stock agency you’re working with, it may be
important to list them in order of importance.

For example, you’ll want to place a more specific keyword
“cat” in front of the more generic “animal”. Basically, the
more specific, the better.

You’ll also need to indicate whether there are one or more
of the subjects in the shot (i.e. “cat” vs. “cats”), include any
objects that are in the image, and list actions such as
“running” or “jumping.” If your image illustrates a concept
such as “teamwork” or “hope,” be sure to include those
as well.

Some platforms like Adobe Stock offer an auto keyword tool
that works pretty well but don’t rely on it. It’s best to do due
diligence and make sure you’re not missing any keywords
and to arrange them in order of relevance. This applies to
other stock content too, use high ranking keywords related to
your niche.
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ALWAYS KEEP THE
END-USER IN MIND

Still taking photography as an example, to sell your
photos you need to have something end-users want.
Bloggers, marketing agencies, businesses, or magazines,
the end-users determine what sells – literally.

What are they looking for? Image content that helps
illustrate concepts and/or complements the content
they’re creating. This can be just about everything and
anything, but some things are in higher demand than others.

For example, businesses are often needing images that
illustrate concepts like “family,” “teamwork,” and “trust.”
The more images you can put together bring these kinds
of concepts to life, the more sales you can make.

People creating websites or advertisements often need
images with a lot of negative (empty) space where they
can put text… and so on.

This translates into three key questions:

Who is going to want to buy this?
What will they use it for?
How are they going to use it?

If you compose your images with these in mind, you’ll have
a far better chance of selling.
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06
CHECK OUT THE MASTERS

Find rockstar stock photographers. Look at their portfolios.

How have they made it a successful enterprise?

If you can find successful stock photographers who work

in the same niche as you, this is great. Search for trends and

patterns in their work. Don't be afraid to create generic work,

as long as it's useful to a certain demographic. You also need

to remember not to showcase any brands or individuals in

your work, unless you have explicit permission to do so. Seek

to find fresh ideas. Don’t copy, make sure you add your flair

and polish it well enough.



Uploading regularly is important for a number of reasons.

First of all, the more photos you have out there, the better

your chances of making a sale.

Second, it keeps your images upfront and center in the

search results of most platforms.

Third, trends change and many images that will be popular

one year won’t be so “in” a few years later.

So in general, if you want to avoid time decay, you’ll need

to keep uploading new high-quality content. This will keep

your images more findable in current searches and also

help keep them relevant to changing trends.

Remember, all these tips listed above apply to other stock

content depending on your niche so if you really want to

thrive and earn well while selling stock content then apply 

those rules.
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07
UPLOAD REGULARLY 



FilmGearClub.com SAVES YOU 70% on the production gear
you need such as ARRI, RED, Canon, BlackMagic and more.

Included 24/7 support, optional inclusive insurance and
free equipment pick-up & delivery.

Want to learn more about becoming a member of FilmGearClub?
Visit: www.FilmGearClub.com today to join the club!
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